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The best resource on how to establish and run a company flight department--revised and updated!

Business and Corporate Aviation Management, Second Edition, is the most comprehensive and

practical guide for a company to start an on-demand air transportation system--and make it work.

This one-of-a-kind resource skillfully blends business and aviation issues to provide solid

decision-making strategies and smart operating practices needed to define, establish, and manage

a corporate flight department--utilizing the author's more than four decades of experience in the

aviation industry. As business aviation continues to evolve, this blueprint for developing successful

flight departments is changing with it. Fully updated, the Second Edition includes the latest business

aircraft, equipment technology, and maintenance practices. It has also been revised to reflect the

growing importance of safety management systems along with changes in running and managing a

flight department. New to this edition: Current regulations and aviation statistics Tables and graphs

updated to reflect current values Regulations associated with increased international operations

New material added to each chapter Operations and Safety chapters completely revised Updated

management techniques
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seems to have good basic common sense info so far. I haven't found any info quite worth the price

of the book yet but only 1/3 though. I am disappointed in the kindle version I bought. I like the

portability but some charts and graphs are virtually useless on the kindle even when I tried to view

them on a 23" monitor. Quite frankly, I am not sure if the problem is on the kindle side or publisher

side so I am giving both a hit for the problem. I will try to update on the remainder of the book when

completed.

This book might be somewhat useful if you know nothing what so ever about how business aviation

works. Even then this book should have been reduced in size three times. It does have very little

useful concepts, but it takes about them over and over again, page after page, chapter after

chapter. Nothing specific those. I would not recommend this book to anyone. If you want to find out

something useful, it's better to brows through NBAA publications.

This book provides an ok overview of corporate aviation. Much more depth and clarity is available

on the NBAA website and management guide.Several anecdotes and references in the book are

very dated. And the text can be hard to follow at times.

Mandatory book but I found it to be repetitive.

The book really takes you through the whole flight department and provides excellent guidance and

thinking to any flight operations managers. I use it regularly as a reference and have highlighted and

tabbed many sections for continuous use.It may be a bit of a dry read, therefore I skimmed some

areas and highlighted areas that were of particular importance to me. But I can assure all those

interested, that this book will provide excellent perspective and provide valuable future reference.

Great overview for those interested in corporate aviation and the business aspects of managing a

corporate flight department.

Excellent resource, very good, near perfect condition...would buy from again. Thank you.
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